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Science, or Single

sacrifices to Sherman Raftenberg
white castle burgers, sandles

sacrifices to the sink
included Jeffrey the Toys R Us wonder giraffe, previously B&:D'd.

sacrificial virgin
Korinn one Halloween. Suprisingly convincing.

salt
Who would think that two atoms in ionic matrimony could do so much? Tastes good with some fries on top. Or Indians.

Sammi in da hospital
Who's shoes are these anyway?

Saturday Fever
What was this all about anyway?

Sacks, Jennifer Kate
Most commonly known as NUJen.Nujen came doen to the forum at the beginning of the 199; fall semester, drawn to the
Open House by various flyers in search of intelligent life. She was designated NewJen to differentiate her from other Jens,
which later transmogrified into NuJen.
She owned a car until the tragic events of the Boston Road Trip when Noel took a short cut to nirvana through the
Telephone Pole of Allah. She was a cofounder of Bleacher Night, the first of many corruptive influences she had on Turtle
and others. She officially brought Noel and Turtle on their first march of dimes, but in turnwas made a member of the
Thursday club by Turtle.
She has dated almost every Forumite ("you want to go ouU" "sure" "cooI...ok I'm really sorry but it's just not working out, so
we're going to have to break up" "sure") superficially. She has dated Noel, 1 of 1,Jeff Nagel, Blonde Eric, and Jason J.
subficiaUy. Her many adventures had led her to have the nickname It for a time.
She introduced the Forum to Dead Alivewhich led to her new nickname of Rat Monkey, and the Forum mantra "spank the
Rat Monkeyl"; as well as it's sequel starring violent, sexual, violently sexual, and sexually violent live action furries. She
desired a change in name and was called Freakiepoo for awhile, but today she is generally called justJen or NuJen. Today she
spends much of her time marching for dimes and Penguining campus.
She stands five feet and one inch short Her hair changes dramatically from week to week. Her eyes are a medium to dark
brolln. Her skin is generally pale and sallow. Her attire consists generally of dark drab colours; she never wear dresses and
is almost always accompanied by freakish accessories like combat boots, dog collar, wallet with multiple chains, black
plastic rings and bracelets, and a Nosferatu in a coffin for a necklace.
She says her attitude is generally docile unless taunted (called cute). She is butch, and almost always in a chemically altered
state of mind. She is apathetic, cynical, content. She has a naturally corruptive influence on anyone/thing in her presence.
Her interests include Anthony Burgess novels, Good Industrial music (no NIN),good ska (no No Doubt), Malcom McDowell
moves, Kafka, shopping, kicking small children who don't taste like chicken, really perverse japornimation (I,egend of the
Overfiend), and mind-altering substances.
Jen has many great quotes, none of which we can currently recollect due to our memory loss after spending quality time in
her corruptive aura.

scavenger hunts
Aakin and Squirrel event at which Wendy and Turtle lost social points.

Schaffer, Craig S. huaill fwd,l faltmaUl hiltmailzl faltmail31 hilima.iHl
Known simply as Craig to 4Mites, or alternately as "that guy who never comes here anymore cause he is a loser." arid 'craigs'
on the IRC. Craig was brought down to the Forum by Tobie to meet her at the time boyfriend Turtle. He was immediately
sucked in to the 4M. Turtle, Tobie, Craig, Adam, and Skip went through alternating stages of loving and hating each other
over a period of time.
On his mythological pre-4M existance:
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I was born in Cincinnatti, Ohio on October 16th, 1974. Everything from that point until mid 1981 is all kind of a
blur due ro my unusual batde with alcoholism. But to be honest, after being released from the Betty Ford Clinic, I
don't remember much because on my way home I was struck by a Greyhound bus. When I came out of the Coma in
1988, I fell in love for the first time••• if you want to know anything more, ask me, or Turtle as the content has
been censored by the FCC.

On College
I hate college.

On the 4M

This too would be a story I would not publish, as it is WAYtoo revealing about too many people I care about so this
will not become a matter of written record •••if you are a glutton for juicy details (I know I am), then ask me or
Turtle •••The Craig legacy is quite an interesting ride ••••

Craig is blonde, has blue eyes, weighs [censored], and stands 6'1". He has three earing in his left ear. Favorites inc:lude the
movies Toy Soldiers and The lion King, he's only read one book since 8th grade (ask Turtle), music by BillyJoel, The Doobie
Brothers, and Bonnie Tyler, and the television shows Roseanne, law I: Order, and all the various incarnations of Trek.
Work long Island Globalink 380 Townline Rd. Hauppauge NY11788 (516) 714-5500 (8am-l0pm M-Th; 8am-4pm F).

Science Fiction Forum, the
What in the world could that be?

seeing life in the periwinkle vein of some night seashell
last line of Turde's poem, and his life philosophy

Cindy Sengelaub
I-Con Cindy, Alura Dannon from lunaCon.

Severed Head in Red
What you will become if you don't follow Turde's advice and instead write a controversial story about a girl named Sphinna.

sex
yom.

sex I: the single Forumite
um.

seA"Ualorientation
non-discriminatory

sexual preference
indiscriminate

SF4Mauxiliaries
other 4Ms across the cosmos

SF4Mcomputers, the
feline cerebralized

SF4Mevents I: traditions
lots

SF4Mhistory
long

SF4Mlibrary
full. very full.

SF4Mlog
many

SF4Mlogo
classic

SF4Mlounge
messy

SF4Mprotocol
confused
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SF4Mresourc:es
unnatural

SF4Mrock
mulitplied. moved by power of bud

SF4Mrules a regulations
nasty

SF4Msongs
out of key

SF4Mtheme songs
ditto

SF4M timeline
resembling an incestual moebius strip

SF4Mtraditions a events
many

SF4Mvideo cabinet
locked

SF4Mview of the world
myopic

semesterly SF4Mevents a traditions
once per semester

SF4M
Science Fiction Forum
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Sharp, Morgan J.
Generally known as Captin, this 4Mite seems to have become involved in the 4M through the influence of Squirrel. Also
known as Morganism, Morgasm, Morganator, and Bob the Assassin, he was bom on May 9, 1978 in a Hospital.

Sherman Raftenberg
White Castle honoree.

Single Female For Male
NOT,as commonly misconceived, what the SF4Min alt.sf4m stands for.

Singles Forumite's Valentine's Day Dingle
dingalingl Gotta see it to believe it.

Sink, the
home to Jeffrey and Drosophilia (what a smell)

Sink comic, the
4M Tactical Squad

shirt
color of Adams', power of, song of, purple, the fight over

shirts, free
at ICONand Burger King. see also frisbees

Singayahl
how DOESone correctly spell this Dead Alive thingamajigl

sixty-nine
the number, the sexual position, the Bill a Ted line, the sex log

Skip
lobi'! Reddy's nickname pre-4M, after which it became Skippy.
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What 4Mites commonly call John Redd}".Supposedly pre-4M (or pre-Tracy Scott) it was just Skip.

small woodland creatures
Squirrels and turtles and ferrets oh my

smut
yom

smut drawer
Used to be a great re[sup-?]pository of weird X-Rate. books, often with an SFtheme, but died down for a year and a half
when TPTBthrew it all out, then was resuscitated by Darin in the fall of 1996. Darin is an artist, as we aU know, and one
who often .raws smut. His interesting and somewhat unique artwork prompted the recreation of the drawer, into which
soon popped more books, some comics (usually animelike), and other materials.
-Je

snail mail
slow

songs
loud

SPAM.
Monty Python skit, imperishable pork, and Dave poem.

SPAM.poem
Some that it's brown
And it comes in a can
Irs leaner than beef
Irs cheaper than ham
When put on a plate
It is often devoured
I have not tried SPAM.
For I am a coward
This poem appeared in Platypus Jones, a crazy me put together by Katylin at Turtle's high school in 1992. Years later it was
discovere. that the writer of this poem was none other than Dave Colnick. Small world, eh?

SPAM.sundae

A very bad idea, Don't try this at home, kids. Porven by Matt Kudzin.
-JHR
Sounds as good as my Fruity Pebbles with Al sauce.!
-lJG

Spank the Rat Monkey!
No. Don't.
-JS

spontaneous SF4Mevents Ii:traditions
combustable

spontaneous combustion
stackable

Squad, the Forum Tactical
see 4MTactical Squad

Squirrel
freak. hawaiian vampire dancer

stacks, the
combustable

stack walking
Bad bad bad, bad bad bad bad.
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-JP

stage show
pre Rotky Horror theese

Stationary Fight, the
The logital tondusion to a Tunnel Run.

Stony Brook, New York State University at
SB, SUNY
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Story, Forumite
If it involved two or more Forumites, it's a Forumite Story.

Strategit Suicide Wittans
An example of the princlple of ad absurdem, theorized by BRI(tm)

Stupid People
many. very many.

Summer Budget
tonfused.

SUNY
State University of New York.

SUNYat Stony Brook
Where we at.

stories
profuse.

Sirian Mind Sutkers
Live in the touthes. They sutk your mind. Not a good SUtk. Abad sutk. Possibly the engineers of the Apathy Bomb.

Switzerland
The neutral tountry in Skippy's map of World Forum Domination.
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This is the page for all Forum esoteric:a starting with the letter T.

taboos
yuk

Tac:tic:alSquall, the Forum
deadly

TAse Forum c:rossover
Tobie's meets Turtle's

telephone pole of Allah
The Halldom of House Gregorwic:h.

the *
=see *, the

thing under the c:ouc:h,the
Originally in Bri's suite.

three
stolen frommathematic:s by Turtle. trophied amongst stac:ks.

three tee vee
}TV

Thursdays
trippy

Tobie One Kenobi
You're our only hope!
-JJG

I'd rather have a bottle in front of me than a frontal tobotomy.
-JP

Tobie Two Kenobi
Feed me Seymour!

Total Edipse of the Heart
Song that bec:ame signifigant amongst the Tobie Turtle Adam drde, and that was used in the Stony Brook Roc:keyHorror
Preshow.

ehris Towne
"Mylaser goes *plink*!"

traditions
many

Trekno
rythmic:

triple breasted Sammi
sounds like something Virgil would say

tripping
where did that stair c:omefrom? it must have melted out of plain sight.

trophy c:ase, the SF4M
trophic:
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TV Night
Wednesday around 6pm and surrounding the meeting.

Turde

Turtle Jon
precursor to Turde

Turtles

see also TMNT,Turtle, small woodland creatues

Turde are forever

well they A.REl
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